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In the spring of 1914 the Chicago, Milwau-

kee & St. Paul Railway Coapany established its e-

lectrification department and by early fall of the
same year had started actual construction work be-

tween Three Forks and Deer Lodge, Montana.

The

territory between Karlowtown and Avery, covering
four steaiL engine divisions, a distance of approx-

imately 440 miles of main line, was divided into
three sections, namely Three Forks to Deer Lodge,

Harlowtown to Three Forks and Deer Lodge to Avery.
The first two sections are about 110 miles long,

while the third is 230. miles.

The first section

was completed in the fall of 1915, the second in
the early part of 1916

,

and the third will be com-

pleted before the end of the present year (1916).
The work consists of constructing a trol-

ley overhead contact system, including feeder, signal and power limiting wires, bonding of the rails,

construction of a high voltage transmission line,
and the building of substations.
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-2The trolley overhead system includes
two 4/0 copper, grooved contact wires, suspended

by a steel catenary and insulated for 3000 volts
C.

C.

The contact wires are hung from brackets

On these poles

or spans attached to the poles.

the feeder wires are supported by four pin cross

arms on which are also the two signal wires which
carry 4400 volts A.

C.

At the top of, and fas-

tened to the pole by a clamp, is the 4/0 stranded
copper cable used as a supplementary negative.

power-limiting wires, which

sure

The

not strung at the

present time, are to be attached to a two pin cross
arm on the trolley pole and will carry 1500 volts
D.

C.

The high voltage transmission line consi&ta
of a 100,000 volt,

3

core, copper strand.

phase, 60 cycle line of 2/0 hemp

On the top cross arms of the

same pole is carried a 3/8 inch Siemens -Mart in

steel strand, used as a ground for the transmission
line.

The general lay-out of the trolley and

transmission lines as located on the company's
right-of-way is shown on drawings

E.

D.

17 and 168,

The former drawing shows construction around a
curve to the left with the transmission line on the

outside of the curve, and in some instances^ the line
is located on the inside of the curve as shown by

the dotted lines.

A general idea of the transmis-

-3-

sion line conetruction may be had from the drawing and will be explained in detail a little later.

The table showing the length of spans for various

degrees of curvature was made so as not to make an
angle greater than 10 degrees on any one pole of
the ordinary curve construction type, while for a

tangent the standard span is 300 feet with a max-

imum angle of

degrees.

3

Drawing 168 shows the

relative positions of the transmission wires on
tangent work and also the location of the wires on
the trolley poles.
A general idea of the system used may be

had from drawing

E.

D.

125 A, which shows the sub-

stations and transmission and trolley lines from
Two Dot to Morel.

In the territory between Har-

lowtown and Deer Lodge there

aire

seven substationSf

with an average distance of thirty and a half miles
between them.

At five of these substations, name-

ly Two Dot, Josephine, Piedmont, Janney and Morel

there are power taps from the 100,000 volt lines
of the Montana Power Company.

The substations are

all connected together by the Railway's transmis-

sion line, and any one of them may be isolated from
the rest of the system by the opening of switches
as shown on the drawing.

The size and main equip-

ment of the substations are as follows:

Two Dot, Siimmit, Josepnine,

fiiastis

and Morel each

have 2-2500 KVA, 100,000-2300 volt, 3 phase tranaformera, and 2-2000 EW, 3000 volt motor generator
sets;

Piedmont and Janney each have 3-1900 KVA,

100,000-2300 volt, 3 phase transformers and 3-1500
KW, 3000 volt D.C, motor generator sets.

On the

West end the substations are located at Gold Creek,
Ravenna, Primrose, Tarkio,Drexel, East Portal, Mont-

ana and Avery, Idaho.

The first five substations

each have a 2-2500 KVA, 100,000-2300 volt, 3 phase

transformer and 3-2000 KW, 3000 volt

P.C!.

motor gen-

erator sets; East Portal has 3-2500 KVA transformers

and 3-2000 KW motor generator sets, while Avery has
3-1900 KVA transformers and 3*-1500 KW motor genera-

tor sets.
The trolley and feeder systems are section-

alized at substations, yards and long tunnele as may
be seen roughly from the drawing.

Likewise the sys-

tem of installation of reactance bonds.
The scheme for the lay-out of the trolley

poles in the field was to so locate them that the
standard bracket pole could be used as often as possible.

This meant that the feeder had to be on the out-

side of all curves and where curves were encountered

that were too short in length or where local conditionss

required it, a span construction was resorted to, and
in a few instances stiff braces were used on the

poles where the latter had to be

-5set on the inside of curves.

Wherever two or

more tracks had to be wired span construction was
used.

The standard trolley bracket construction is shown on E. D.

3.

The mast arm is 2-1/4"

by 2-l/4"by 3/16" T iron, fastened to the pole by

a shoe casting and 5/8" round bracket rods.
T irons vary in length from 13' 6" to 13' 6",

14*6" maat arms are used.,^

These
and a few

The 12' 6" arms are used

on tangent and curve work up to 6 degrees inclusive,
while the 13'6" arms are used on curves over 6 degrees.

The longer arms were used whe£e there

was an excessive amount of super-elevation, ot

where the poles had to be raked more than the stan-

dard amount which is 12" at a point 24 feet above
top of rail.

The messenger wire is of 1/2", high

strength S.M. steel strand and is supported on
the mast arm by a porcelain insulator and J bolt.
The feeder and power-limiting cross arms on the
3'0«
East end are 3-3/4" by 4-3/4" by 5'6" and by

respectively.

On the West end they are 5' 7" and

3»2" to give additional clearance between pole pin

wires as required by the state of Idaho.

These

atarms are of clear fir and the larger ones are

and
tached to the pole by 3/4" inch through bolts

1-1/4" by 1/4" ty 28" galvanized iron braces,

while the smaller arms are attached by 5/8 inch
through bolts and 20" braces*

Trolley poles are

set 5*6" in earth for bracket tangent construction,

curves and on span eonstruction:

4*0" in rock

for bracket curves and all spaji construction, and
5'

in rock for bracket tangent const ructi oh.

The trolley pole spacing on the East end

and the number pull-off s per wire are as follows:

Tangent

s

-7spaoing

pull-off

10-12 degree curve

90'

13-15

It

1.

75'

"

3

"

16-18

"

"

60'

"

3

«

3

"'

n

The reason for the change in the pole
spacing and pull-offs was made because it was found
that by changing the pole spacing the back-bone

be
on a very large percentage of the curves could
omitted, for where there is more than one pull-off

per wire tiksrehas to be a 3/8" back-bone, which
runs up the expense of construction because of the

additional insulation needed and the anchorage
used,
at the ends of the curves besides the material

Poles in curves of 3 degrees and over

on the East end and 4 degrees and over on the West
end are provided with double arms for the feeder

beeause of the otherwise high stresses which would
come on the pins.

The two arms are tied together

by 5/8" spacing bolts,

A 3/8" S.M. steel strand

guy on bracket construction with one feeder

CM.

or 750,000

including

4

)

is

(

500,000

used en all curves up to and

degrees, while 1/2" guys are used on

the curves over 4 degrees.

Where there are two

feeders, 3/8" guys are used on curves up to and

including 2 degrees, and 1/2" guys on curves above
2 degrees.

In span construction, single track,

one feeder, 3/8" guys are used on both sides for
curves up to and including 4 degrees and 3/8" on

-8«

inside and 1/2" on out aide of all curves above
gress.

On single track with tw

o

feeders

de-

4

3/8"

guys are used on "both sides for curves up to and

including 2 degrees and 3/8" inside and 1/2" outside

On double track 3/8"

for curves above 2 degrees.

inside and 1/2" outside guys are used on all curve
work.
"E"

(

On three track 1/2" strand is used for guy
see ED 41)

and 3/8" for guy "F" on outside

of curves up to and including 4 degrees.

For cvirves

over 4 degrees 1/2" strand is used for both "E"and
"F" on outside of curve.

On four tracks 1/2" guys

are used for both "E" and "F" on outside of %11 curves

and with five tracks

sind

over 5/8" strsind is used

for both "E" and "F" on outside of all curves.

guys on the inside of curves

Jbr

The

three tracks and

over are the same as those for tangent track work
as shown in the table on ED 41*

The catenary hangers

sure

spaced every 15'

on single trolley and on the main line whers double

trolley is used the hangers are staggered so that
there is one every 7*6" of line.

This arrangement

insures permanent contact of at least one wire with

the pantograph at all times and cuts down arcing to

practically zero.

The hanger; lengths are all based

on a 23" deflection at the point of suspension of
the messenger.

The various lengths used for the

various pola spaclngs are shown on drawing ED 107 A.
Single contact wire is used on passing tracks^ in-

dustries and in yards, while on the main line dou-

ble contact wire is used.

Single contact wire is

used at these points because it was found that the
wires were helped out in their current carrying
capacity by the adjoining and main line trolley.

Where there is only one pull-off per wire

on a span
the pole.

it

is attached to the trolley wire at

The pull-»offs used are flexible so as

to eliminate hard spots in the contact wire.

At

first there were struts used in connection with
the pull-off s but it was later found that these

were unnecessary and are being eliminated.

On

spirals running into curves there are usually one
or two poles with steady braces at-^ached to the mast

axm for lining the trolley, as well as on all curves
of one degree and less.

These were only used at

points where there was a very slight angle at the
pole or where the contact wire had to be pushed away

from the pole at such points as on push curves (where
the bracket poles are set on the inside of curves)*
In tunnels the

messenger deflection is

13" and the spans are 45 feet in length for trolley

and 22*6" for feeder.

The hangers used are of the

collapsible type because of the limited head room
for movement of the trolley wires.

The messenger

and feeder are suspended from the channel irons

hung in the roofs of tunnels and are insulated by

-10two singld disk insulators.

Drawing ED 118 showe

the general scheme for tunnel work and it will be

noted that the power-limiting and signal wires are
run through the tunnel in two lead-sheathed cables

supported at the side of the tunnel from the

sup*-

plementary negative which is run through the eyes
of one inch expansion bolts.

The height of the

trolley wires in the tunnels is only IS'S-l/S"
while on the open track it is 24*3"« which means
that the trolley wire has to be graded to the tunnel
at the rate of one foot in one hundred.

In all

tunnels which are 1200 feet and more in length air

brakes are inserted in the trolley and messenger
opposite
a* each end of the tunnel and^these air brakes
are located

feeder cut-out switches so that in

case of trouble inside of tunnel all wires can be

killed by simply opening the two switches.
The trolley span construction ia built

according to the lay-put shown on drawing ED 41,

The guys and other working tables are all figured
for the condition of 1/2" ice on wires and 3-1/2

pounds per square foot wind pressure, also a liberal
factor of asrfety has been allowed.
For single and double track work no

steady span is used, the trolleys being suspended

directly from the main cross span.

For three tracks

and over a steady ia used of 3/3" S.M. strand because

-11of the increased length in the drops.

On single

and double track work the messenger is suspended

from the cross span by plain span messenger hangers,
while on the heavier track work span messenger hang-'
era with eyes or ring tops are used.

On the draw-

ing only single insulation is shown for simplicity,
but instructions were issued tha

t

all insulation

should consist of two porcelain strain

insula-

tors in series, except those used in the guys which
are single units.

In other words the insulation

between 3000 volts and ground or pole is double
while single insulation is uaed between pole and
anchor.

Where the cross span cable "D" is 5/8"

the insulation at points "J" is omitted and dou-

ble insulation is cut into each drop because the

hole in the insulator is not sufficient to admit
a strand of this size.

The anchors used on all trolley work
consists of a 3/4" or 1" galvanized iron rod, the
size depending on the size of guy strand, and a 1'

by 1' by 4» timber slug or deadman buried in 5' of
eairth.

Where rock is encountered 1-1/2" galvan-

ized iron eye bolts are used.

The trolley and messenger is anchored
every 4000* so that the slack due to a break in

the-

trolley or messenger would not effect sections greater than the length of the anchorages.

The de tail

r

I

-12of construction of these anchorages is shown

drawing ED 50.

ofi

r

,

r

s

Two spans are required for a

trolley and messenger dead end and an additional

pole has to be used for the anchorage of the strand

which runs diagonally across the track from pole
#1,

for instance, to pole #3.

This strand crosses

the messenger at pole #2 which is the middle pole,

and is attached to the messenger insulator on this

pole by four 5/8" Crosby Clips.

This anchorage

has inserted in it on either side of the messenger

double insulation as shown,

"^wo

lengths of 3/8"

steel strand are run through these same 5/8" Crosby
Clips and are at "-ached to anchor ears fastened to

each trolley, and four turn-bucklee are inserted

in this strand to take up any slack.

The poles

to which this anchorage strand is attached are

head guyed and side guyed to keep the heavy stress
off of these poles.

Every 1000' taps are taken from the feeder,

or feeders, to the trolleys so as to reduce the

drop on the trolley to a minimum.

These taps, draw-

ing ED 138, are 4/0 bare copper strand and one end
is served around the feeder and clipped to the same

by one Crosby, and is then run through a speoiaJ.

bracket attached to the mast arm from where it goes
to the messenger, and from there drops down to the

-13feed tap ears on the trolley wire.

These brackets

on the T iron are of special and original design

and are made of 1" Channel iron with a wire thread
for the 3000 volt porcelain insulator.

Where feed-

er taps are used on span work a two pin cross arm
is attached to the pole and used in place of the

special bracket.

Wherever it is necesaary, beaause of
ground conditions, to transfer the feeder and signal wires from one side of the track to the other
it is necessary to use a special crossing scheme,

drawing ED 126,

The position of the signal and

power-limiting wires as slDWn on drawing ED

3

have

been interchanged from their original positions
which

a-re

still shown on ED 126,

This change was

made because the signal wires had been strung and
at present it is not known when the power-limiting

wires are to be built.

The two crossing poles are

45* in length, while the standard trolley pole is

only 40*, and at the top of the pole are double buck
arms,

The scheme for crossing the wires over the

track is as follows:

Wire #1, which is a power-

limiting conductor, is dead ended on the lower side
of the buck arm, rises at point "A" to the height
of the upper cross arm insulator and from there over

the top of the two insulators, dropping down at point
"B" to the level of the dead end eye bolt in the

-14w

upper

there
crosses the track to a oor^

am, and from

xespoxxdiig

is the second power«^liinitlng wire,

point

"C"'

Wirff #4 which

arm on opposite pole,

rises from:

which is on a level with the dead end

eye bolt in lower arm, to the height of insulator

on the same arm, thence to point "B" from where
it rises to the level of the eye bolt through the

upper arm and from there creeses the track to a

corresponding eye on the other pole*

The two

feeders, where two ar e encoimtered are tied

together Tor some distance beyond the pole, so
as to gain clearance, amd are then dead-ended

on an eye bolt through the pole itself; from
the clamp which holds the feeder the two cables
are brought to a similar clamp attached to an
eye bolt 90 degrees from the first and from there

The two signal wires,

carried to the other pole.

#2 and §S, are dead«»ended

O!.

two pin cross arms

four feet below the upper buck arm and wire #2
rises from point "E* to the upper arm insulator
level "E'

",

crosses the insulators on these arms

and drops at "F" to crossiig span height*

Wire

#3 rises at point "G" to height of the signal

insulators on the same arm and from point "H"

again rises to point "H*

"

at crossing span height.

The supplementary negative is dead-ended on the
adjoining poles on either side of the crossing
span and is carried under ground from one pole to

the other.

This arrangement of crossing the wires

-15from one side of the track to the other requirea
only one additional pole and yet allows a clear
side of each pole for climbing.

The overhead oonatruction at passing
tracks and indnatriea, drawing ED 147, provides
messengeir
a trolley and^anchorage

at one end of the pass-

ing track as shown at the right of the drawing.
If the distance between head block of passing

track and head block of industry track is greater than 700 feet, the upper scheme is used which,

provides for the dead-ending of one of the main
line trolleys and carrying the other trolley and

the messenger through to the passing track, while

on the main line two other trolleys and one messenger are dead-ended, then run through to a point

where the passing track again meets the main line,
at which point the main line trolleys and mes-

sanger are insulated and brought up to span height,

then drops down to trolley height in the next
section, thus providing an air gap at each end of

the passing track.

Opposite these points are

feeder switches so that the entire section with-

in the passing track limits, whether it includes
track
an industry plant or a big yard, can be cut off
from the rest of the system.

The trolley and

messenger for the industry track are separate
wires dead-ended at either end of the industry.

-16-

Ija

places where the distanqe between the passing

track and industry head blocks is less than 700
feet the main line trolleys and messenger are

brought up to span height near the passing track

switch point, then dropped down to trolley height

on the passing track and run in this manner to
the industry switch, at which point one trolley
is swung over to the industry and picks up a

messenger, which is dead-ended near that point.

Two separate trolleys and messengers are strung

from the main line track within the passing track
limit,

A 1/2" steel guy and a 1" anchor rod

is used for the head guy of each trolley and

messenger dead end, thus where one trolley and one
messenger, or two trolleys are dead-ended on one

pole two 1/2" guys are used with two 1" anchor rods.
At points where substations are located

within yard or passing tracks limits, as at Morel,
Janney, Eustis, Josephine, Sxammit and Two Dot on

the East end, the air brake in the main line comes

opposite the substation, drawing ED 150.

The

wires are picked up from trolley height at point
"A" for the line East and at point "B" for the

line West of the substation. East being at the
right end of the drawing, to span height so that
as the pantograph on the locomotive passes

this

section it will travel from one set of contact wires

-17over to the second set without any appreciable

movement of the collector.

The tracks other

than the main line are insulated from the latter
by strain insulators inserted in the cross span,
and these tracks ar

e

energized with power sup-

plied through a switch in the substation.

The

arrangement at either end of the passing track
is similar to that shown at the left of drawing

ED 147, except for the span insulation.

Transmission Line.
The transmission line is of wood pole

construction, of the suspension insulator type.

On all the simple structures the insulation consists of six-unit strings of disk insulators,

while the dead end structures have seven-unit
strings.

The transmission wire is 2/0, seven
strand, hemp core,

copper, and the grotind wire is

3/8" S. M. steel strand.

Sag and dynamometer

curves were made for use in stringing the cable,

drawings ED 163 and 164, and are baseA upon a

condition of 1/2" ice on the wire, 3-1/2 pounds
per square inch wind pressure and zero degrees
Farenheit temperature.

This condition was found

after a good deal of calculating to be the most
severe, and yet probable for the country in which

the line is built.

-18All of the wire is pulled by dynamometer,

and spans up to 500' are pulled according to the
curve for a 300* span, because the tension at or-

diiary stringing temperature for most spans within
these limits varied so little, practically, that
it was

decided after tests were made to use the

curve for a 300* spsm as standard up to 500*.
Spans of 500* and over are pulled according to

the curve for an 800* span or for particular spans
in case of short distances between dead ends.
It was also found that this could be

spans on slopes of

5?^

used for

and greater.

The standard tangent construction, drawing ED 21A, consista of two 4-3/4" by 5-3/4" by
11*

O''

pole.

fir cross arms spaced 9 feet apart on the

The upper arm has one string of insulator©

while the lower arm carries the other two.

On

the upper arm, at the opposite end from the insula^
tor, is attached the ground wire from which a tap
is taken along the arm and down the pole termin-

ating in a spiral on the butt of the pole for light-

ning protection.

The distance between the wires

is 9* on one leg and 10* £" on the second.

This

type of construction is also used on curves up to
1 degree or angles up to 3 degrees

with a guy, for

the spacing of the poles on a 1 degree curve is

such that the angle on any one pole is not greater

-19tban

3 degrees.

The right angle construction, ED 20A,
has two offset arms 10*6" long, each on 3'0" and
T'e" centers with the pole.

The long aide of

the arm carries an angle iron knee brace of 2"
"by

2" by 3/16" galvanized angle iron attached

at its end and the point of attachment of the steel

device

is 2*3" below the under side of the arm.

This is to give the required olearajice of

3

feet

from wire to any point on the pole or fixtures.
In this case the pole would not foul the wire,

but rather the angle iron bracket.

On the

short end of each arm is fastened a steel attach-

ment casting, which is merely a cast steel chan-

nel with an eye at one end.

The casting on the

upper arm has attached to

a 3* length of 3/8"

it

steel strand which in turn is clamped to the ground
wire.

The pole ground wire is connected to this

short length of strand.

The casting of the lower

arm has attached to it the third string of insulators.

The left hand curve construction, in-

stead of having two large offset arms, has only

one and the top arm is only 6* long and has on
one end of it an attachment casting for the insu-

lator string while at the other end is a ground

wire clamp, drawing ED ISA.

The second arm is

similar to that on the right hand curve construe-

-20tion«

These curve constrtiction poles are built

for use on all ourvee over 1 degree and for an-

gles up to and including 10 degrees, which is also
the msiximum angle on any one pole for any degree
of curvature as the pole spacing is varied to suit

the curves.
At points where the angle is from 10 de-

grees to thirty degrees a two pole structure,

drawing ED 113, is used.

The transmission line

is dead-ended in both directions on these poles

and there are two sets of etrii^gs of suspension

insulators of seven units each.

Each string

is fastened to an eye bolt which passes through

the double cross arm.

A jumper cable is formed

of the transmission wire between the two sets of

insulators thus avoiding the cutting of the cable.

The head guys are placed in line with the transmis-

sion wire produced and consists of eight 1/3" S.M.
steel guys in pairs of two, each pair having one

anchor or deadman«

Each pair of cross arms is

tied together by one 3/4" by 18" spacing bolt,
four 3/4" by 18" spacing eye bolts, besides the

through bolts in the pole.
For angles over thirty degrees still

another type of pole arrangement is used, drawing
ED 39.

Instead of having cross

arras

on the poles,

the wires are dead-ended on eye bolts in the pole
and carried arovmd the pole by a jumper.

The

-21-

reason for the change from the other conatxustion
was that the arms would have to be excessively loag
so as to get clearance "between jumper and pole.

on
The ground wire is carried the back aide of one of
the poles at the top, except where the wires cross
the trolley, at which points the ground wire is

dead-ended on adjoining poles to the crossing span.
The tension per square inch in the cables of the
crossing span is less than normal so as to add an
extra factor of safety.
At certain points of the transmission

line, the pole construction, drawing ED 113, has

been used, altho the angle at that point was
than thirty degrees.

lisas

Where such is the case,

it

has been due to an abrupt change in the ground
profile, at which point the insulators would have

been picked up if a pole of moderate length were
used.

Where this would occur on tangent work

the two pole structure, drawing ED 112, is used,

which is the same as the other one except for the
length of the cross arm, being IS'G" on the angle

pole and 13 '0" on the tangent.
TiVhere

spans are encountered of such

a length as to put a weight of 450* of wire

or

more on each point of support on the pole double
arms are used and the pole is side guyed by two
3/8" 3.M. steel guys.

-23•The 450*

of wire can either

"be

Hade up, as shown on

drawing ED 33A, by having a 600' span adjacent to
one 300' long, or it may be divided up in any manner

depending upon ground profile and span lengths.

On the mountain slopes conditions are encountered
in some places where there is nearly the 450* of

wire on one side of the pole alone.

'?he

amount of

wire on any given pole is determined by plotting
the pole height and then drawing in the curve re-

presenting the wire, and the distance from the pole
to the lowest point in the loop of the wire, will

give the amount of wire held on that side of the pole.
A fir block 5-3/4" by 12" and of a width

to suit, usually about 7", ie inserted between the

two arms at each end and is fastened to the double
arras

by two 5/8" by 18" machine bolts.

In the

center of this block is drilled a hole for the sus-

pension eye bolt for the insulator string.
Transmission poles are set on 11' centers
wherever the line crosses above a telephone line,
unless one of the dead end structure is used on each
side of the telephone.

The poles when spaced 11'

apart, drawing ED 40, are of such a length that the

low wire is 11* above top of telephone pole, so that
•if

the transmission wire should break in this short

span the wire could not swing into the telephone circuit.

In addition to this, each of the two high line

poles have a twenty foot angle iron arm on them on
a level with the top of the telephone pole.

arm

,

This

drawing ED 351, is grounded, by being con-

nected to the wire on the side of the pole, so that
if the transmission wire breaks in one of the ad-

jacent spans, it will be grounded before it comes
in contact with the telephone wires.

A similar

arm, but 33* in length is used on the two structilres

when the latter are poles next to the foreign circuit.
The power-limiting circuit provides a means
of distributing the load at any one point on the

trolley system amongst the substfirtions so as not to

overload any one station.

The control system of the

circuit will be in the load despatcher's office and
•provides a means of automatically changing the B.C.

voltage on one station so that other stations will

pump power

'.to

it.

The actual method of control has

not been given out by the Company up to this time and

the wires are not even strung for it, eo

very little is known of its value.
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